
In Case of Bad Weather 

In the unlikely event of bad weather, that prevents the attendees from practicing any activity 

between SUP Tours, SURF, SUP Wave or SUP Ball, a list of alternative activities will be purposed 

at the moment, with a choice between: Bike Tours, Hiking Tours, Bird Watching Tours, Van Tours, 

Guided walks around the island and of its attractions. 

 

Terms & Conditions 

1) It is our intention to create the safest, warmest & most peaceful environment for this retreat. 

Aggressive, anti-social. Hostile and disruptive behaviour, liable to cause distress to other 

participants, teachers or staff will not be tolerated. 

2) The use of illegal drugs is unacceptable and invalidates the holiday/retreat contract. 

3) We encourage non-smoking on the holidays/retreats and request participants refrain from 

smoking during group activities. 

4) Signing this papers you certify that you know how to swim in open waters. 

5) Declaration of responsibility : In this context I have been informed by SHOCK WAVE and Sup 

Adventures asd that my participation in the surf course is generally at my own risk 

6) I certify that I am fully capable of participating in sporting activity. 

7) I declare not to drink alcohol in the 12 hours before and during the session(s) of the course(s). 

8) I certify that I am not under the influence of drugs during the session(s) at the course(s). 

9) I have been advised by SHOCK WAVE S.L. that entry to the surf spot may be slippery, steep or 

obstructed by obstacles and I am aware of this danger. 

10) I release SHOCK WAVE S.L. and Sup Adventures asd from any liability for personal damages, 

except for damages that may arise from an intentional or negligent breach of duty by SHOCK 

WAVE S.L. or its legal representatives or authorized agents. 

 

10) Written consent according to data protection 

The personal data specified in the contract, in particular first name, last name, date of birth, 

telephone number, e-mail address, etc., which are necessary and indispensable exclusively for the 

execution of the resulting contractual relationship, are charged on the basis of legal rights. 

11) Please ensure you have adequate health insurance at the time of booking to ensure additional 

expenses not covered by these terms are covered. 

12) In the unlikely event that we are not able to supply the services for reasons of our responsibility 

the Italian law Art. 1385 Italian Civil Code permits a refund of: 100% of the deposit A % of the full 

payment depending on the reasons of the services supply impossibility With a maximum of 200% 

refund of the deposit in case of mere power of Sup Adventures. 



13) Whilst it is extremely unlikely that changes will need to be made to this holiday, Sup 

Adventures and Shock Wave S.L. reserves the right to do so at any time. We shall inform you if this 

is necessary. 

14) Sup Adventures and Shock Wave S.L. and connected associates do not accept liability for 

personal or material loss. 

15) If you wish to cancel your SURF TRIP participation please do so in writing. Be aware of the 

cancellation fees. 

- Cancellation up to 2 months before the start of the Trip: 50% REFUND 

- Cancellation up to 1 month before the start of the Trip: 25% REFUND 

- Cancellations less than 1 month before: NO REFUND. 

 

IMAGE RIGHTS 

By signing this form, the participant (or the legal guardian in the case of a minor) hereby expressly 

authorizes SHOCK WAVE and Sup Adventures asd  to use, free of charge, still and/or moving 

images portraying himself and taken on the occasion of his participation in the course. 

The image or video must be understood as loaned for an indefinite period and without territorial 

limits all over the world, for use in various publications and films, including, by way of example 

but not limited to, promotional and/or advertising materials and made on all supports. The 

organization may also transfer the rights of use provided for in this agreement to third parties, its 

institutional and commercial partners. 

 

COVID DECLARATION 

 

DECLARE, UNDER MY OWN RESPONSIBILITY, THAT 

1) That I am not suffering from COVID-19 or that I am not undergoing a mandatory quarantine 

period of at least 14 days; 

2) That I am not currently suffering from a febrile illness with a temperature above 37.5° C; 

3) I am  not currently suffering from a persistent cough, difficulty breathing, cold, sore throat, 

headache, severe asthenia (fatigue), decreased or lost sense of smell / taste, diarrhea; 

4) I have not had close contact with a person with COVID-19 since two days before the onset of 

symptoms and up to 14 days after the onset of symptoms. 

 

FINAL  DECLARATION 

 



1. I declare that I have read and carefully evaluated the content of this document and have clearly 

understood the meaning of every single point before signing it. 

2. I Understand and share the objectives of these regulations, established for my safety and that not 

respecting  them could put me in dangerous situations.  

3. To be in good physical and psychological conditions that  will not compromise the above-

mentioned activities 

4. Be aware of the risks, predictable and unpredictable, connected to the activity practice, even 

though not considering it a potentially dangerous activity. 

5. Accept  from now any responsibility related to my person for damages caused to my person 

or other persons, damages to things, caused by  my own behavior not in compliance to rules, neither 

for my heirs, and to relief  Shock Wave S.L.,  Sup Adventures ASD, its collaborators, employees, 

and their whole heirs, from any responsibility for injuries, death and  any damage (even caused to 

third party), if it comes from my person in occasion and in consequence of the activity practiced by 

the Association. 

 

 

 

TRIP INFORMATION 

 

The amount includes:   

• 7 nights in apartment ( 2 max 3 people) 150mt from the surf school 
All apartments are equipped with kitchen and appliances, bed and bathroom. 
The terrace set up ocean view. Canvas and video projector for use by your 
companion 

• Welcome aperitif and final greetings 
• 4 surf lessons of 3 hrs with average 2 hrs in the water ( board, wetsuit, leash, 

transportation from surf school to spot and back included – max 5 students 
per instructor) 

• 1 surfskate lesson (1h 30′) 
• 1 yoga lesson 
• 1 e-bike tour with guide ( 45km ) 

* flights and transfers to and from the airport are excluded from the rate 
** we recommend, for more independence outside the times of the organized 
activities, renting a car from the airport (for any information contact us and we will 
help you find the best solution for your needs!). 

 

AIRPORT TRANSFERS 

PLEASE REMEMBER 



transfers from airport to Cotillo are not included and we STRONGLY RECCOMMEND you 

to rent a car IN ADVANCE so you can travel around during free time! 

 

FLIGHTS 

PLEASE NOTE THAT FLIGHTS ARE INDEPENDENTLY BOOKED BY ALL PARTICIPANTS 


